
Whitworth University Land Acknowledgement Statement 

Image 1. Land Acknowledgment Team
Pictured right to left:  Ester Tsai, Anna Peterson, 

Pupas Peone, Nadia Sarfraz and Bryn Cavin 

1. To grow Whitworth’s understanding and 
appreciation of Spokane Tribe community
members with whom we share a love of the land, as 
well as to develop an ongoing
partnership between Whitworth and the tribe.
2. To advance the work of epistemic justice by 
developing a means to share knowledge
about the Spokane Tribe with our campus and to 
position tribal members as knowers in
our learning environment.
3. To ensure representation of the Spokane Tribe, 
according to its own voice and stories.

The development of a land acknowledgment 
statement is the beginning of an effort to build a
lasting relationship between the Spokane Tribe and 
Whitworth University. Co-creating a statement in 
partnership with a tribal representative was crucial
So as to allow the voice of the Tribe to be at the 
forefront of their own representation ensuring 
history, culture, and values are accurately presented 
to the public. 

Project & Goals

1. The establishment of an archive consisting of tribal 
documents to be available at the Whitworth University 
Library.

2. Continued communication with the Whitworth 
Board of Trustees to push the land acknowledgment 
state to be implemented in as many instances as 
possible.

3. The establishment of curriculum for a Spokane 
Tribe history course to educate the youth on tribal 
history and culture.

4. Designing an app that will take users on a tour of 
Spokane and allow them to see the land
through the lens of the Spokane Tribe.

5. Working to create a cultural space on campus that 
can provide knowledge and promote
inclusion for Native American students

Presenter name: Nadia Sarfraz (nsarfraz20@my.whitworth.edu) ; Community Partner : Pupas Devon Peone (devonpeone@yahoo.com); Group members : Anna Peterson; Ester Tsai and Bryn Cavin.  

We are honored and humbled to have had Whitworth’s 
support in allowing us to grow our minds and hearts 
through this experience. We strongly believe that the 
land acknowledgement will build bridges between our 
communities and foster a partnership of
respect and humility amongst all students. It is our 
hope that this same experience can be shared 
throughout our Whitworth community,
and are huge proponents for the land 
acknowledgement statement being shared at events 
as a great starting point for this.

Background

What We Did

What I Learned

Academic Perspective

Civic Perspective

Personal Perspective

Partner Organization

• We met with Pupas to learn about the Tribe’s 
history, culture and language through the form of 
story-telling, as it is the predominant form of 
communication within the tribe.

• Besides obtaining information orally, we also read 
about the history and culture of the Tribe through 
online resources and files brought in by Pupas. 

• Before drafting the land acknowledgement 
statement, we researched online various land 
acknowledgement statements previously 
developed by other sources.

• Learning the Salish language was also an integral 
part of our research. The land acknowledgement 
statement includes phrases in Salish. 

In addition to the education through stories, some 
members of our group took a half-day trip
out onto the reservation with Pupas to participate 
in the harvesting of bear root, a medicinal
herb used by the Spokane Tribe. 
This trip allowed our group to get a first-hand 
experience of the culture of the Spokane Tribe. It 
also gave us the opportunity to view Spokane 
through the perspective of a member of the Tribe.

We were able to better understand the emotional
frustrations of the Tribe, which is a vital message 
we were aiming to bring across through the
land acknowledgement statement.

Through this experience one thing that surprised 
us most, that even though historically the
Spokane Tribe was treated horrifically, the joy and 
excitement they had in sharing their
stories, culture and language with us was 
heartwarming.

Throughout this process we have not only 
developed a deeper understanding of the meaning
of this land, the history attached to it and the 
value in having a land acknowledgement as we
bring together two communities in this home we 
call Spokane, we also had the chance to
learn some Salish, visit the reservation and enjoy 
some herbal root medicine.

A common assumption held is that written
communication and knowledge is the best way to 
know the truth. In working on tis project we came to
see that knowledge can be gained in many different
ways such as through stories and traditions. Our 
academic perspective expanded in that we realized 
that there are many ways to come to know the
truth. 

Image 2. Reservation, Spokane Tribe of Indians. 

• Spokane Tribe on Indians: 
Pupas (Devon) Peone ”Keeper of Canoes” 
served as the representative member of the 
Spokane Tribe of Indians in this project, 
sharing vital member in providing the 
necessary knowledge on the Tribe’s culture 
and language to create this land 
acknowledgement statement.

• Whitworth University; Honors department.
Dr. Ross Brooke Watts allowed for the 
creation and idea behind the formation of this 
project and provided support through out the 
process, providing academic knowledge 
needed for the success of this project . 

We strongly believe that the land acknowledgement 
will build bridges between our communities and 
foster a partnership of respect and humility amongst 
all students. It is our hope that this same 
experience can be shared throughout our Whitworth 
community, and are huge proponents for the land 
acknowledgement statement being shared at events 
as a great starting point for this

Image 3. Wild Horses on the Reservation, 
Spokane Tribe of Indians. 

Linked at : https://youtu.be/OfKCj0A1-vY

A, xẹst sx ̣lx ̣alt (Ah, khest sl halt). Welcome everyone. We acknowledge 
that we gather here today on the traditional homelands of the four bands 
of the Spokane Tribe of Indians: Sntut?ulixw (sin toot oo lee yoo-
wh), Snxwmene? (sin ho men eh)Scqesciłni (skehhts-
ikth thinee ) Scewile (s-ch-eh-wee leh) Since time immemorial, the 
Spokane Tribe of Indians has prosperously lived as one with the earth, 
identifying themselves as sqelixw (scae loowh), flesh of the land.

We pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging and 
acknowledge their continuing connection to land, waters and culture.

We want to honor with gratitude the land itself and the people who have 
fished, hunted, harvested, and gathered here for generations.
Though a land acknowledgment is not enough, it is a step towards 
honoring the truth of the first custodians of this land. It is important to 
understand the history that has brought us to reside here in order to 
create a more united community that celebrates and embraces the first 
peoples of Spokane.

Thank you to the Spokane Tribe for their willingness to share their stories, 
culture, and language to develop this tribally sanctioned land 
acknowledgement. Lemlmts ̌ s ̌ey ̓ u hoy (lem-lem-t-sh sh-ay oo hoy)

Final Land Acknowledgment 

What Next?


